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Important Letter describing Jasper Cropsey's First English Painting


The Talking Cartoonist Writes to a Pal


Receipt for Revolutionary War Prints by Painter & Patron


Letter of Recommendation by Sir Guy Carleton for Fleeing Loyalist Shipbuilders


Rare Clothing Purchase for George Washington’s Life Guards


A Melding of Poetry & Photography

6. [ARTIST’S BOOK. MEXICO]. VELAZQUEZ, LORENA. Exit. Yo, aqui, ahora México: Bindu Impresion de Arte, 2019. 31 leaves. Illus. with 21 b/w photos of which 7 are double page panoramas, one inset kodachrome slide, five colored translucent sheets, one white lace paper leaf. 20.4 x 22.3 cm. Aluminum boards with inset photo illustration, green cloth spine, in illuminated electronic translucent clamshell display case. First edition. A fine copy. As new. Signed by the author. 1 of 12 copies. Each of the ten pages of text contains both the Spanish and English versions. [44429] $3500

Pirate Wars in the Philippines

8. BOUHOURS, DOMINIQUE. CASTRO PALOMINO, NICOLÁS DE. Meditaciones cristianas para
todos los días del mes.... Traducidas del francés, adicionadas, precedidas de una breve instrucción
sobre la oración mental, y seguidas de algunos avisos para adquirir con facilidad las virtudes, por
misnumbered 418. 32mo. Full red calf, boards and spine heavily decorated in gilt, marbled endpapers,
original wrappers bound in. First Mexican edition. De Backer / Sommervogel I: 1893. Boards rubbed,
detached along with endpapers and original front wrapper from text block, sticker to front pastedown,
some chipping and tearing to preliminaries, contents clean, good only. OCLC locates no copies of the
Madrid edition and only one of this Mexican imprint: El Colegio de Mexico. [44518] $350

The Sorry State of Social Life, Manners, and Customs in Brazil

9. [BRAZIL]. MARQUES PEREIRA, NUNO. Compendio Narrativo do Peregrino da America em
que se tratam varios discursos espirituales, e moraes, com muitas advertencias, e documentos contra
os abusos, que se achão introduzidos, pela malicia diabolica no Estado do Brasil. Lisboa: Francisco
Borges de Sousa, 1765. [16 leaves], 474 (i.e. 476) pp. Woodcut printer's ornament on title page; head
and tail pieces; initials. Sm. 8vo. Contemporary mottle sheep, four raised bands, gilt decorations, red morocco
Ford: Tentative Bibliography of Brazilian Belles-Lettres, p. 104. Silva 123. A very good copy, possibly
rejointed, extremities worn with minor loss at head of spine, faint dampstain to rear pastedown and top
edge of a few leaves, lacking rear free endpaper. All editions are uncommon. No copies of any edition
known at auction since 1963. Of this edition, OCLC locates 6 copies. [42911] $850

Literary Politics in 1820s London: The Kiss Off

address with seal. 7.5 x 9 inches. Very good, few tears along edges and folds, chip on blan from opening
seal. Letters of Hodgson are quite uncommon on the market. ( Byron's letters to him fetched over a
quarter of a million pounds in 2009). [44113] $250

11. [CHOCOLATE]. CASTRO DE TORRES; PEREZ DE GUZMAN, MANUEL. Panegirico al
Chocolate. Sevilla: En la oficina de E. Rasco, 1887. 30 pp., [2]. Sm. 4to. Grey cloth, gilt titles,
endpapers, original wrappers bound in. Segunda edicion. See Palau 49050. Very good, hinges starting, but
strong, minor soiling and edge wear, browning to preliminaries and last few leaves, contents otherwise
fine. [44474] $150

Pennsylvania Leads in the War Effort

and the Union! Her Armed Contribution to the Armies for the National Defence! [Harrisburg, PA]:
with mailing folds, tiny tear at middle fold; stamped and addressed on verso else clean. OCLC locates
only one copy at the Newberry Library. [42905] $1200

List of the Wounded from the First Union Artillery to Fire at Gettysburg

Civil War Circular Requesting Reports of Losses at Gettysburg [with] List of Wounded Men in the
Horse Battery "A" 2nd U.S. Artillery. Berlin, MD: 1863. 2 sheets. Very good, minor wear to edges
and folds, faint ink bleedthrough, docketed on versos. [44184] $375

14. [CIVIL WAR] [GEORGE WASHINGTON]. DECHAUX, EDWARD, PUB. [Print] The Spirit of
the Union. Lo! on high the glorious form, of Washington lights all the gloom. [New York]: E.
Dechaux, [1860]. 32 x 22.5 cm. image and text on 35 x 25 cm. sheet. Hand-colored Lithograph. 13 3/4 x 9
3/4 inch sheet. Toned else very good, one small chip to top margin, dampstain at lower corner not affecting image or text. OCLC locates one copy of this 1860 version at the American Antiquarian Society. [44302] $275

15. [CIVIL WAR]. BONNEVILLE, BENJAMIN. [Printed Document Completed in Manuscript] Muster-Out Roll of Andersonville Prisoner Signed by Famed Officer and Explorer, Benjamin Bonneville while Stationed at the Benton Barracks in 1865. [St. Louis, MO]: 1865. 2 sheets, attached. 38 x 10 inches. Very good, few minor glue remnants along extension. [44103] $400

Metal of Honor Winner Frustrated


Claiming Civil War Pensions

17. [CIVIL WAR]. WEEDEN, E. S. [ELNATHAN]. [Broadside Advertisement] Don't Fail to read these General Directions carefully a number of times, until you clearly understand them, then preserve the same for your information and guidance until your case is completed. [Chicago]; [ca. 1870s]. 1 sheet. Illus. with 1 woodcut of Union soldiers charging. 8 x 3.5 inches. A very good copy, folded, one corner crease. A very scarce ephemeral item. [44003] $250

Congress is "like a great building crumbling down"


Constitutional Amendment on Electors, Representaives, and Compensation


Titles of Nobility Amendment Ratified

20. [CONSTITUTION, AMENDMENTS]. [NEW HAMPSHIRE] [PLUMER, WILLIAM]. [Printed Documents Signed. Broadside with Letter] Governor of New Hampshire Transmits State's Resolution on Proposed Constitutional Amendment concerning Nobility Titles to the Governor of Pennsylvania. [Concord, NH]: 1812. 2 lvs, attached to form bifolium. 7.75 x 9.5 inches. First edition. Very good, tear along fore edge of second leaf, not affecting text, light browning at margins and folds, a few expert repairs where the seal was broken and at the joint. Scarc. None in OCLC. [44151] $750

The Most Successful Conductor of Filibuster Expeditions to Cuba during the Ten Years’ War

19th c. Survey of Cuba by a Spanish Naturalist


The Only Authorized Work by the Father of Mexican Modernism


57 Engravings by the Klauber


26. [DUTCH–PORTUGUESE WAR IN BRAZIL]. [COMMELIN, ISAAC]. [Copper-Engraved Map] t’Neemen van de Suyker Prysen inde Bay de Tode los Santos Anno 1627. [Amsterdam]: [Jodocus Janssonius], [ca. 1652]. 1 sheet. Hand-colored copper-engraved map. 11 x 14.5 inches. About very good, margins cut to neat line, edges lightly browned and soiled, few small chips along edges, two small tears repaired on verso, small staining on reverse, image sharp. [44393] $275

27. [EAST INDIA COMPANY] SAUNDERS, EDWARD. [Autograph Letter Signed] British Member of the Committee of Circuit in India Requests His Higher-Ranking Cousin’s Assistance in Attaining a More Prestigious Post, Noting the Onset of the Anglo-French War in the East Indies. Fort St. George [India]: 1778. [8] pp. in 2 Bifoliums. 7.5 x 9 inches. Very good, light wear and tear, particularly at the edges and folds, few instances of ink staining, affecting small amount of text. [44117] $125

28. [EDUCATION]. [COMPANÍA LANCASTERIANA DE MÉXICO]. Memoria que presenta la Compañía Lancasteriana de México, de sus trabajos en el año 1872. Mexico: Impr. en la Calle Cerrada de Sta. Teresa, No 8., 1873. 54 pp. + 1 folding chart. 8vo. Disbound, removed from a larger volume, all edges red. First edition. Sutro 952. Remnants of original blue wrappers on spine, contents lightly browned and soiled, one faint damp stain to bottom edge of several leaves, one small tear to last leaf, not affecting text, contents very good. [44451] $100
Two Rare Works of late 19th C. Mexican Poetry


1 of 300 copies


Six Illustrations by Jorge Argerich. 1 of 92


Proposal for Reconciliation Between Spain and her American Colonies

32. FLOREZ ESTRADA, ALVARO. Exámen imparcial de la disensiones de la America con la España, de los medios de su reconciliacion, y de la prosperidad de todas las naciones. Cadiz: Imprenta de D. Manuel Ximenez Carreño, 1812. 283 pp. + index [2 pp], 8vo. Full modern vellum, new endpapers, gilt title on spine. Second edition. Palau 84325 (1st). Sabin 23058. Leclerc 195 (1st). A very good or better copy, title leaf soiled and with a few tiny holes affecting a few letters, soiling on last (blank), else contents clean, binding fine. The preferred second edition, corrected and considerably enlarged by the author. [36999] $850

Would that Benjamin Franklin had Lived Longer


Signed First Edition of 18th C. Mexican Mining Laws


Sino-Japanese War in Form of a Sugoroku Game Board

35. [GAMES. SINO-JAPANESE WAR]. TOMIOKA, EISEN. Shina Seibatsu Sugoroku. 東等征伐勝六. Tokyo: Hakubunkan, 1894. Meiji 27. 1 folded sheet: color illustrations; 74 x 103 cm, folded to 26 x 19 cm. 74 x 102.7 cm. Folded in paper slipcase. First edition. A very good copy. OCLC locates one at
German Colonization in Tennessee as the Civil War Approaches

36. [GERMAN-AMERICAN IMMIGRATION] [TENNESSEE] GERDING, GEORG F. [Manuscript Archive] Founder of Wartburg, TN George F. Gerding Continues to Promote Investment in a "New Germany" in Tennessee. Wartburg [TN]: 1854-1861. 7 letters comprising 22 pp. 8 x 10 to 7 1/2 x 12 inches. Overall very good, folded, minor edge wear and browning, one with corner tear, hole, and stain affecting a few words. Seven letters written by George F. Gerding to Andrew W. Spies in New York soliciting investment in land of the East Tennessee Colonization Company. [44056] $875

Rare Work by the Leader of the Bethlehemites of Guatemala


Icon of the Cuban Revolution

38. [GUEVARA, CHE]. Three Autographed letters signed to Che Guevara from Alberto Granada (his Motorcycle Diaries Companion) and Ernesto Guevara Lynch (his father). 1954-1956. 10 pp. Very good letters, last with some ink burn to a few characters and ragged edges; envelopes with stamps torn away. Provenance: from the estate of Hilda Guevara, Che's daughter. [44260] $3750

Revolution in Haiti by a Surgeon to King Christophe. Presentation Copy


Icarians Decamp from Nauvoo

40. [ICARIAN COMMUNITY]. [Two Printed Documents Completed in Manuscript] Icarian Community Land Deeds, For Property Sold at Public Vendue, in Nauvoo. Nauvoo, [IL]: 1859. 2 sheets. 8 x 6 inches. Both very good, silked, tiny tears along edges and folds, faint soiling. [44412] $100

"Banditti of the Prairie" Captured


"The Inflictions of Andy": or "Bogus Moses" Andrew Johnson Gets Impeached


**Irish Invade Canada**


**Ticket to Ride: Evictee from County Cavan, Ireland before the Famine**

45. [IRISH IMMIGRANT VOYAGES] LEE FAMILY. [Ticket Completed in Manuscript] Immigrant's Steerage Passage from Liverpool to New York [with partial letter]. New York: 1836. 1 sheet. 8.5 x 3.5 inches. Very good, light soiling and edge wear, tiny tears at the folds. [44176] $250

**Israel Should be a Trade Intermediary between the West and the Moslem World**


**Later Arrested forSpying & Planning Invasion of Mexico**


**Complete Issue of the Royal Decrees Expelling the Jesuits from Spain's Dominions. Rare**


**Rare Subscriber's Copy of the Pacific Voyage of Otto Von Kotzebue**

Notes & Anecdotes on Lincoln & Stanton

50. [LINCOLN, ABRAHAM. STANTON, WILLIAM] WHITON, WILLIAM H. [Manuscript] Civil War Memoirs of Chief Clerk of the USMRR, William H. Whiton, about President Lincoln and Secretary of War, Edwin Stanton. [ca 1890-1900]. 18 sheets rectos only. 5.25 x 9 inches. Very good, folded, recto of one sheet stamped through portion of text, light soiling, written on recto of printed and typed insurance forms. Two sets of manuscript notes of William H. Whiton's memoirs, pertaining to his observations of and relationships with Abraham Lincoln, and, particularly, Edwin Stanton. [44779] $750

"the bayonet of his men may be turned to crush their treason"


An Invaluable Reaffirmation of Congregational Church Practice


Tehuantepecanos! Unite to my Cause!


"Codex Telleriano-Remensis" in Facsimile

54. MELENDEZ, JOSE GREGORIO. [Manuscript Document calling for the people of Tehuantepec to join the revolt. Beginning] "El ciudadano José Gregorio Melendez Gral. de Division y Comandante en jefe de las fuerzas de Juchitan. A los Tehuantepecanos...." [Juchitan / Chiapas, Mexico]: 1850. Broadside. Folio. 33 x 23 cm (13 x 19 inches). A very good copy, tiny tear at one edge, minor creasing, fold, old stab marks at margin. [43646] $600


56. [MEXICAN LAWYERS]. [ILUSTRE Y NACIONAL COLEGIO DE ABOGADOS DE MEXICO]. Lista de los individuos matriculados en el ilustre y nacional colegio de abogados de Mexico [with]
Confiscation of Church Land to Pay for the War

57. [MEXICAN-AMERICAN WAR] [CATHOLIC CHURCH]. [Two Broadsides On Taking Church Mortmain Lands Beginning] Juan Soto, gobernador constitucional del estado libre y soberano de Veracruz, á sus habitantes, sabed: que: por el ministerio de hacienda... [Jalapa]: 1847 1 sheet. 54 x 39.5 cm. & 39.5 x 28 cm. First edition. See Dublan y Lozano, V: 2944 & 2945. Upper left corners chipped, old stab holes in left margin, a few small tears, creased where formerly folded, faint staining, still about very good. OCLC locates no copies of either of these Vera Cruz issues of Jan. 27 or Jan 15. Yale holds copies from Guadalajara. For the second item, UC Berkeley holds a copy from the Distrito federal; Univ. Penn., Brown, Yale, & SMU hold the four page decree of Jan 15. [44754] $600

State of Mexico Defends itself against Accusations of Shirking its War Responsibilities

58. [MEXICAN-AMERICAN WAR] [MEXICO STATE] PEREZ FERNANDEZ, DIEGO J. [Broadside] El Teniente Gobernador En Ejercicio del poder ejecutivo del Estado libre y soberano de México, á la nacion. Puesto al frente de los habitantes del Estado por la ausencia del Exmo. Sr. gobernador, me he creído obligado á vindicarlos de la injusta y atroz imputación que se les hace... [Toluca]: 1847. 1 sheet. 45 x 33 cm. First edition. Old stab holes to left margin, chipped and torn along edges and folds, worm holes, a few words obscured, minor soiling, still good. OCLC locates one copy at Univ. of Arizona though it is lacking the top portion of the title. [44740] $275

Call for the Defense of Mexico City


Call to Arms to Save the Virgin from the Sacreligious Americans

60. [MEXICAN-AMERICAN WAR] MINISTERIO DE JUSTICIA Y NEGOCIOS ECLESIATICOS. [Broadside] Importante. Ministerio de Justicia y Negocios Eclesiasticos. Illmo.: Sr.--Los sacrilegios cometidos en varios pueblos por los injustos invasores norte-americanos.... [Mexico]: n.p. 1847. 1 sheet. 44.5 x 33 cm. First edition. Minor browning at the edges, numerous tears repaired on the verso, chips mainly to the right edge, all without any loss of text, good or better. OCLC locates only four copies. [44704] $350

Dispatches from Battle of Puebla

61. [MEXICO. BATTLE OF PUEBLA]. [GONZÁLEZ ORTEGA, JESÚS; BLANCO, MIGUEL]. Sitio de Puebla de Zaragoza: colección de los partes publicados desde que se presentó el Ejército Francés a la vista de la esperada ciudad hasta el 21 de abril [with] Continuación de los partes publicados desde el 21 Abril al 1 de Mayo [with] ... el día 2 hasta el día 8 de Mayo...[with]... el día 11 hasta el día 22 de Mayo. [Four Volumes in One]. Mexico: Imprenta de Vicente Garcia Torres, 1863. 132; [3] -23; [1], 61; 36 pp. 16mo. Quarter cloth over marbled boards, gilt compartments and titles on spine. First edition. Sabin 81474 (first two parts only). Palau 314920. Palau 314922. Palau 314923. Boards scuffed and worn, with loss to front upper forecorner, first two leaves starting to separate at top edge, top corner bent and worn on first two dozen leaves, small inked marking to top edge of title page, lightly damp wrinkled, occasional offsetting and marginal pencils marks, still a good solid copy. OCLC locates six complete copies. [44380] $500
Prisoners of the French at the Battle of Puebla

62. [MEXICO. BATTLE OF PUEBLA]. HUERTA, EPITACIO. Apuntes para servir a la historia de los defensores de Puebla que fueron conducidos prisioneros a Francia; enriquecidos con documentos autenticos por el general Epitacio Huert. Mexico: Imprenta de Vicente G. Torres, 1868. 92 pp. 8vo. Removed. First edition. Palau 116643. Sutro (suppl.): p. 277. Removed from a larger volume else very good, paper remnants on spine, minor edge wear and creasing, scattered soiling, small puncture to fore edge, contents clean. [44359] $100

"Burn this paper after you've read it"


Financing Mexico in 1851


Exploitation of Mexico's Natural Resources Shifts to Americans


Rare Mayorazgo Concerning the Early Descendants of Coronado & Columbus


Italian-American Patriot Sues Mexico


Developing a Silk Industry for Mexico?

68. [MEXICO]. SECRETARIA DE FOMENTO. La Sericicultura en el Japón. México: Oficina Tipografica de la Secretaria de Fomento, 1897. 27 pp., index, [1], 25 leaves of plates. Illus. with 25 drawings, including one colored, and 4 folding. 8vo. Stitched paper wrappers. First edition. Wrappers chipped and soiled, contents moderately edge worn, occasional soiling, particularly to title, closed tear to inner margin and along fold on last folding drawing, plates sharp. [44442] $100
Porfirio Diaz vs José María Iglesias for the Mexican Presidency

69. [MEXICO]. TAGLE, PROTASIO P.; IGLESIAS, JOSE MARIA. Circular expedida por el C. Licenciado Protasio P. Tagle, Ministro de Gobernanza, en que se dan á conocer las negociaciones entabladas con el C. Lic. José María Iglesías para dar termino a la guerra civil, y que fueron rotas por su parte. [Mexico]: Imp. del gobierno, en Palacio, a cargo de J.S. Ponce de León, 1876. 27 pp. 8vo. Later stitched paper wrappers. First edition. Very good, wrappers toned, minor edge wear. [44453] $250

Nauvoo is "a slough of iniquity" after Mormon Departure


Broadside on the Baptism of Napoleon II, King of Rome


Columbus' Four Voyages

72. NAVARRETE, MARTIN FERNANDEZ DE; [COLUMBUS, CHRISTOPHER]. Colección de los viages y descubrimientos que hicieron por los españoles desde fines del siglo XV ...Tomo I: Viages de Colon: Almirantazgo de Castilla. [Volume I only]. Madrid: Imprenta Real, 1825. cli, 455 pp., 2 folding maps. Illus. with 2 folding maps. 8vo. Full mottled calf, gilt outlined & stamped compartments, gilt titles, 2 red spine labels, marbled endpapers, all edges red. First edition. Palau 89462. Sabin 52098. Very good, rubbing to boards and spine, extremities worn, small tear to rear board, hinges starting, but strong, small sticker to spine tail, half title stamped in blind, contents clean, but for occasional soiling and creasing. [44584] $350

Travel Guide that Opened the Spigot to 56 million Tourists


The Advantages of America's Colonial Plantations

74. [OLDMIXON, JOHN]. MOLL, HERMAN. The British Empire in America, containing the History of the Discovery, Settlement, Progress and Present State of all the British Colonies, on the Continent and Island of America in Two Volumes. Being an account of the country, soil, climate, product and trade of them, viz. ... with curious maps of the several places, done from the newest surveys. By Herman Moll, geographer. London: Printed for John Nicholson at the King’s Arms in Little Britain, Benjamin Tooke at the Middle-Temple-Gate, Fleetstreet, and Richard Parker and Ralph Smith under the piazza of the Royal Exchange, 1708. xxxviii, [2], 412 pp.; 384, [32] pp. Illus. with 8 engraved folding maps by Herman Moll. Sm. 8vo. Contemporary paneled calf, rebacked in morocco, five

Bolivar's Victory on the Plains of Junín

75. OLMEDO, JOSE JOAQUIN DE. La Victoria de Junín: canto a Bolivar. Londres: Imprenta española de M. Calero, 1826. 80 pp., [3] leaves of plates. Illus. with 3 plates. 8vo. Three quarter calf over marbled boards. Reimpreso a Londres. Palau 201000. A very good or better copy, extremities rubbed, corners slightly bumped, some minor foxing and small stain on the blank area of the portrait, else contents quite clean and about fine. Poem to Bolivar’s victory on the plains of Junín in Peru, 6 August 1824. Auction records show no other copies of this edition at auction and only one of the Paris edition. [43834] $1850

Ordinances for the Colonial Peruvian Mint

76. [PERU, VICEROYALTY OF] MANSO DE VELASCO, JOSE A. Ordenanzas para el gobierno de la labor de monedas de oro, y plata que se fabricaren en la Real casa de Lima. Formadas por las establecidas para la de Mexico, en lo que son adaptables, y arregladas, en lo que no lo son, à lo resuelto por Su Magestad en real cedula de 11. de noviembre de 1755. Impresas de orden del Excmo. Sor. Don Joseph Antonio Manso de Velasco, conde de Superunda ... virrey, gobernador, y capitán general de estas provincias del Perú, y Chile. [Lima]: En la Imprenta nueva de los Niños huérfanos, por P. Gonzales, 1759. [2] leaves, 84 pp., [5 pp. indice], blank. Sm. 4to. Contemporary brown calf, embossed boards. First edition. Palau 203104 (1788 edition only). Medina: Lima 1132. López de Azcona: Bibliografía minera hispano americana 1457. Maffei & Figueroa 3596. Moreno 1236. A good copy; tissue repairs to backstrip, boards edge worn and moderately scuffed, bookplate of Félix Francisco Martín y Herrera on front pastedown, lacking front endpaper, inked notations on front blank, reattached, and rear endpaper, joint cracked, title page worn and torn at inner margin, with two small stains affecting, but not obscuring the text, repaired tears on corners of last page of index, marginal dampstains, mainly to the upper corners, and fingersoilings, a few wormholes, but text is quite good. OCLC locates two copies of the first at NYPL and JCB; there is also one at the BN Chile. [43910] $3250

Nazarene Monastery in Lima by a Woman Author


Spanish Manila Seeks New-World Markets


Supporting Miguel at the start of the Portuguese Civil War

80. PRIETO, GUILLERMO. **Viajes de orden suprema:** (años de 1853, 1854 y 1855). México: [Bibliófilos Mexicanos], 1968. 421. [23] pp. 8vo. Full tree calf, spine decorated in gilt, four raised bands, red morocco labels title or decorated in gilt, all edges marbled, marbled endpapers, silk bookmark. Limited edition. A fine copy. [44471] $175

**Linking the Sierra Norte de Puebla to the Outside World**

81. [PUEBLA]. ARRIAGA, FRANCISCO JAVIER. Expediente geográfico-estadístico por el ciudadano Francisco Javier Arriaga, diputado al 6o. Congreso general por el distrito de Zacapoaxtla en el estado de Puebla. México: Imp. del gobierno, 1873. 3 preliminary leaves, [5]-43 pp., 1 folding map. 8vo. Original stitched yellow paper wrappers. First edition. Not in Palau. Wrappers rubbed and edgeworn, a few pencil notations, some detailed, else a very good copy. Map is about fine. OCLC shows four copies. [44368] $400

82. RAMIREZ, JOSE FERNANDO. **Proceso de residencia contra Pedro de Alvarado: ilustrado con ... notas y noticias biográficas críticas y arqueológicas.** Mexico: Impreso por Valdes y Redondas, 1847. xxiii, 302 pp., [2] leaves + 4 illustrations. Illus. with 1 b/w portrait & 3 colored engravings. 8vo. Later quarter black morocco over stamped brown boards, four raised bands, title and four remaining compartments decorated in gilt, blue marbled endpapers. First edition. Sabin 67646. Palau 246741. Pilling 3175a. Very good or better, boards lightly rubbed, endpapers with old glue lines, faint inked numeral on corner of first blank, ownership blindstamp to title, contents bright, one quire bound out of sequence. [44328] $500

83. RAPKIN, JOHN; TALLIS, JOHN. **[Map] British America.** London, Edinburgh & Dublin: J. & F. Tallis, [ca. 1852]. 1 sheet, folded. 30 x 22 cm. map on 37 x 28 cm. sheet with decorative borders. Hand colored map with six colored vignettes. 12.75 x 10 inches. Very good, minor edge tears, two tiny ones at the center fold not reaching the decorative border, light soiling, mostly to margins, thumbprint at lower right margin. [44573] $200

**Reconstructionists Need to Fight Southern Propaganda**


85. RUZ, JOAQUIN. **Coleccion de sermones para los domingos de todo el ano y cuaresma tomados de varios autores, y traducidos libremente al idioma yucateco. Tomo Primero [with] Tomo Segundo [only] [Two volumes in one].** Mérida: Imprenta de Jóse D. Espinosa; Impreso por N. Novelo, 1846; 1849. 145 pp.; 268 pp. 8vo. Quarter calf over speckled boards, four raised bands, titles & compartments decorated in gilt, marbled endpapers. First edition. Sabin 74521. Palau 283088. A very good copy, boards worn at extremities, owner's bookplate to front pastedown, a few tears affecting a tiny portion of text, light soiling and toning, occasional foxing. Volumes one and two of what would eventually become four volumes. [44503] $300

**Icazbalceta's Copy of Joaquin Ruz' Sermons**

86. SANTA ANNA, ANTONIO LOPEZ DE. JOSE MARIA TORNEY MENDIVIL; JUAN SUAREZ Y NAVARRO; LINO J. ALCORTA. **Archive of 47 Mexican Manuscript and Printed Documents - Laws, Decrees, Circulars- from the Ministry of War and Navy: June - December 1853.** [Tacubaya]: 1853. [77 pp.] on 43 leaves, some folded. Folio. Loose leaves disbound from a later made-up volume. First edition. Overall very good. Thirteen of the documents are printed; 34 are in manuscript, either originals or perhaps manuscripts reproduced by an early form heliography. OCLC locates no copies of

**Military Tries to Bring Discipline & Order to Mexico**

Includes Rare Heliographic Documents
any of these individual documents, though some of the printed items are held at Berkeley  [43554]  $3750

French Privateer Absconds with South Carolina Wine

87. [SEVEN YEARS WAR. CARIBBEAN] HOWELL, JOHN. [Manuscript] Sworn Statements of Captain John Howell on the Capture of the "Hanna & Jane" by French Privateers During the 1762 Invasion of Martinique. Charlestown, South Carolina / St. Croix: 1762. 2 leaves. Docketed on verso. 8 x 13 inches. Torn at the upper seal, small clip to upper fore-margin tears with some minor loss of text, light toning and browning, still quite good. [44140]  $300

Convert the Sailors? Not on my Ship! says Captain

88. [SHIP SARACEN. MISSIONARIES]. [Manuscript Letter] Young American Missionary Tells His Mother of Beauties and Hardships on Board the Ship Saracen En Route to India from Boston. [At Sea]: 1836-1837. [12 pp.] in 3 Bifoliums. 7.5 x 9.5 inches. Very good, folded, small tears along edges folds, faint soiling, contents clear and legible. [44309]  $195


19th c. Description of Bogotá & Cartagena


By a Founding Director of UCLA’s Grunwald Center for the Graphic Arts


Baja California, Sonora, Sinaloa and Chihuahua


Priest sent Packing from Oaxaca


94. [WAR OF 1812.]. HAMILTON, WILLIAM S. [Autograph Letter Signed] Lieutenant Colonel William S. Hamilton Relays Orders from the Carlisle Barracks to Colonel Robert Butler during the
War of 1812. Carlisle Barracks [PA]: 1815. [3] pp. Bifolium. 8 x 9.5 inches. A very good letter, minor soiling and edge wear, some ink bleedthrough, closed tear on last page through text, not obscuring text, paper slip with penciled notations formerly pasted to bottom corner of last sheet, now loose. [44177] $325

Farewell Address to the Troops in Connecticut

95. [WAR OF 1812]. LOCKWOOD, ALBERT; ALLEN, BARNABAS. [Manuscript Document Signed] Colonel Albert Lockwood Farewell Address to the Troops Under His Command. n.d. (but after 1816). 1 sheet. 7.5 x 12.5 inches. Torn and separated along the folds, affecting a few lines of text, scattered soiling and ink smudging, contents otherwise legible. [44305] $250

The Failure of British Forces in the War of 1812


Unauthorized disclosure subject to criminal sanctions

97. [WEAPONS]. ELECTRIC BOAT COMPANY. Submarine Torpedo Boat Designed for The Brazilian Navy [Cover title]. New York: 1952. Frontispiece, 11, [1], 4 pp. printed rectos only; folding drawing. Illus. with one artist's rendering and one 43 x 21 inch folding schematic. 4to. Brown leather flex-folder with screw ties, titled in gilt. A very good copy. boards rubbed, a few internal creases, some offsetting and darkening at the edges. [44156] $750

George Washington Meets the First Challenge to Federal Authority

98. [WHISKEY REBELLION]. UNITED STATES, THIRD CONGRESS. Third Congress of the United States: At the first session, begun and held at the city of Philadelphia, in the state of Pennsylvania, on Monday, the second of December, one thousand seven hundred and ninety-three. An Act directing a detachment from the militia of the United States. [Philadelphia]: [Printed by Childs and Swaine], [1794]. 1 sheet ([2] pp.). Folio. 8 x 13.25 inches. Broadsheet. First edition. Evans 27852. ESTC W14568. NAIP w014568. A very good copy, sharp impressions, minor browning at edges, a few old marginal stitch marks, nick to one corner, small inked numerals at upper margin, probably from prior collation. There are two issues of this act: Evans 27852 and Shipton & Mooney 47286, the former 2 pages and the latter 1 page, both with few institutional holdings. OCLC show three locations of this edition of two pages: American Antiquarian Society, John Carter Brown Library, and Library Company of Philadelphia, but there is also one at the Library of Congress, which also holds the one page issue, found at two further libraries: Rutgers and Historical Society of Pennsylvania (at LCP). [44065] $5000

Poet Laureate of England


First Description of the High Sierra

Farquhar 6. A very good or better copy, front board scuffed at bottom edge, faint scattered foxing, bookplate on front pastedown. [40273] $2000

Progressive Senator La Fottette Honored by His Son

